
Weekly Editing Activities 
!

30 Weeks of spelling, grammar and 
punctuation practice for use with 

weekly Spelling. 



How to use: 
!

These editing activities were 
designed to reinforce lessons 
taught in Language Arts while 
giving students practice of 
their weekly spelling words in 
the context of sentences.  It is recommended that 
the first few activities be done together so 
students can be taught the editing symbols and 
how to look for the number of errors in the 
sentence.  The number of errors in the sentence 
is shown inside the parenthesis ().  Each error 
counts as one mistake.  For example, if a word is 
misspelled and not capitalized, that would count 
as two errors.  The activities can be done as a 
whole class activity using the included 
smartboard document.  They can be also be 
done in partners or completely independently as 
homework or classwork. Typically each activity 
takes from 15-25 minutes to complete. 



  

Spelling Lists  
!

Unit 1
Lesson 1 !

Vowel Sounds in 
few and moon !
1. huge 
2. excuse 
3. few 
4. usual 
5. pupil 
6. cool 
7. mood 
8. fruit 
9. suit 
10. juice 
11. confuse 
12. nephew 
13. curfew 
14. fuel 
15. menu 
16. shoot 
17. school 
18. shampoo 
19. bruise 
20. cruise !
Challenge 
commute 
universe 
reunion 
fireproof 
pursuit

Lesson 2 !
Short e and Long 
e !
1. them 
2. went 
3. fence 
4. speak 
5. reason 
6. beat 
7. money 
8. valley 
9. honey 
10. monkey 
11. credit 
12. engine 
13. contest 
14. least 
15. steal 
16. treat 
17. season 
18. hockey 
19. alley 
20. donkey !
Challenge 
escaped 
celery 
squeaked 
bleachers 
jersey 

Lesson 3 !
Short Vowels a, i, 
o, u !
1. band 
2. cash 
3. into 
4. river 
5. with 
6. pond 
7. block 
8. forgot 
9. trouble 
10. young 
11. January 
12. blanket 
13. backpack 
14. finger 
15. window 
16. closet  
17. chop 
18. cousin 
19. couple 
20. tough !
Challenge 
package 
Pilgrims 
ignored 
o’clock 
southern

Lesson 4 !
Long Vowels a, i, 
o !
1. station 
2. danger 
3. April 
4. wild 
5. behind 
6. whole 
7. broke 
8. drove 
9. hide 
10. decide 
11. vacation 
12. cable 
13. bacon 
14. pint 
15. lion 
16. smoke 
17. remote 
18. stole 
19. invite 
20. arrive !
Challenge 
operation 
behavior 
private 
Rhode Island 
apologize

Lesson 5 !
Words with thr, 
scr, str, squ !
1. throat 
2. through 
3. screen 
4. scratch 
5. scream 
6. strange 
7. street 
8. strike 
9. square 
10. squeeze 
11. threat 
12. thrown 
13. thrill 
14. scrub 
15. skyscraper 
16. strawberry 
17. strength 
18. squeal 
19. squirm 
20. squirt !
Challenge 
arthritis 
description 
instrument 
astronaut 
squeezable



Spelling Lists  
!

Unit 2
Lesson 6 !

Vowel Sounds in 
put and out !
1. stood 
2. took 
3. wood 
4. bush 
5. July 
6. power 
7. however 
8. loud 
9. house 
10. outside 
11. cushion 
12. butcher 
13. pudding 
14. football 
15. brook 
16. shower 
17. crowd 
18. mountain 
19. cloud 
20. proud !
Challenge 
barefoot 
jury 
coward 
thousand 
announced

Lesson 7 !
Including All the 
Letters !
1. often 
2. might 
3. they 
4. remember 
5. finally 
6. really 
7. several 
8. everyone 
9. interesting 
10. everybody 
11. known 
12. caught 
13. surprised 
14. island 
15. swimming 
16. camera 
17. December 
18. evening 
19. beginning 
20. February !
Challenge 
broccoli 
kindergarten 
cabinet 
serious 
temperature 

Lesson 8 !
Compound Words !!
1. baseball 
2. basketball 
3. upstairs 
4. myself 
5. highway 
6. classroom 
7. anyway 
8. newspaper 
9. something 
10. sometimes 
11. chalkboard 
12. earrings 
13. nighttime 
14. motorcycle 
15. downstairs 
16. softball 
17. weekend 
18. classmate 
19. doorbell 
20. driveway !
Challenge 
courtroom 
ourselves 
heartbroken 
teammate 
skateboard

Lesson 9 !
Homophones !!
1. wood 
2. would 
3. too 
4. to 
5. two 
6. there 
7. their 
8. they’re 
9. your 
10. you’re 
11. beat 
12. beet 
13. break 
14. brake 
15. clothes 
16. close 
17. piece 
18. peace 
19. thrown 
20. throne !
Challenge 
guessed 
guest 
aisle 
isle 
waist 
waste

Lesson 10 !
Vowels with r !!
1. fourth 
2. course 
3. storm 
4. morning 
5. forest 
6. serve 
7. herself 
8. certain 
9. dirty 
10. first 
11. pour 
12. fourteen 
13. court 
14. Florida 
15. form 
16. nerve 
17. perfect 
18. girlfriend 
19. thirsty 
20. skirt !
Challenge 
resources 
unfortunately 
commercial 
determine 
whirl



Spelling Lists  
!

Unit 3
Lesson 11 !

Adding -er and  
-est !
1. smaller 
2. smallest 
3. larger 
4. largest 
5. happier 
6. happiest 
7. hotter 
8. hottest 
9. sadder 
10. saddest 
11. deeper 
12. deepest 
13. closer 
14. closest 
15. scarier 
16. scariest 
17. funnier 
18. funniest 
19. fatter 
20. fattest !
Challenge 
weirder 
weirdest 
gentler 
gentlest 
angrier 
angriest 

Lesson 12 !
Adding -s and -es !!
1. monkeys 
2. flowers 
3. friends 
4. supplies 
5. enemies 
6. eyelashes 
7. beaches 
8. circuses 
9. classes 
10. taxes 
11. tigers 
12. holidays 
13. delays 
14. hobbies 
15. memories 
16. mysteries 
17. ashes 
18. bunches 
19. glasses 
20. suffixes !
Challenge 
accidents 
skis 
injuries 
libraries 
couches 

Lesson 13 !
Adding -ed and  
-ing !
1. happened 
2. happening 
3. opened 
4. opening 
5. danced 
6. dancing 
7. studied 
8. studying 
9. stopped 
10. stopping 
11. chased 
12. chasing 
13. worried 
14. worrying 
15. dried 
16. drying 
17. robbed 
18. robbing 
19. slipped 
20. slipping !
Challenge 
skied 
skiing 
argued 
arguing 
occurred 
occurring

Lesson 14 !
Consonant 
Sounds /j/,/k/,  
/kw/ !
1. change 
2. village 
3. edge 
4. except 
5. excited 
6. explain 
7. expect 
8. Texas 
9. quick 
10. equal 
11. charge 
12. bridge 
13. fudge 
14. excellent 
15. relax 
16. extra 
17. queen 
18. quart 
19. liquid 
20. quilt !
Challenge 
advantage 
pledge 
excess 
explosion 
question

Lesson 15 !
Vowels in Final 
Syllables !
1. other 
2. number 
3. color 
4. doctor 
5. people 
6. simple 
7. model 
8. broken 
9. sudden 
10. common 
11. October 
12. another 
13. motor 
14. angle 
15. title 
16. barrel 
17. angel 
18. oven 
19. gallon 
20. button !
Challenge 
receiver 
counselor 
article 
citizen 
cinnamon



Spelling Lists  
!

Unit 4
Lesson 16 !

Words with sh, 
ch, tch, wh !
1. shown 
2. short 
3. punish 
4. March 
5. chapter 
6. watch 
7. kitchen 
8. whatever 
9. anywhere 
10. whenever 
11. shelter 
12. flashlight 
13. trash 
14. chocolate 
15. church 
16. pitcher 
17. catcher 
18. wheat 
19. awhile 
20. somewhere !
Challenge 
squash 
champion 
touchdown 
crutches 
wherever

Lesson 17 !
Contractions !!
1. we’ll 
2. I’m 
3. I’d 
4. you’d 
5. I’ll 
6. we’ve 
7. it’s 
8. that’s 
9. what’s 
10. doesn’t 
11. he’ll 
12. she’ll 
13. they’ll 
14. they’d 
15. he’d 
16. would’ve 
17. could’ve 
18. wouldn’t 
19. shouldn’t 
20. let’s !
Challenge 
it’ll 
who’ll 
might’ve 
mustn’t 
we’d 

Lesson 18 !
Easily Confused 
Words !
1. set 
2. sit 
3. off 
4. of 
5. when 
6. win 
7. our 
8. are 
9. than 
10. then 
11. lose 
12. loose 
13. were 
14. we’re 
15. where 
16. quiet 
17. quite 
18. quit 
19. whose 
20. who’s !
Challenge 
recent 
resent 
pedal 
petal 
diary 
dairy

Lesson 19 !
Suffixes -ful, -ly,  
-ion !
1. powerful 
2. peaceful 
3. beautiful 
4. slowly 
5. safely 
6. daily 
7. suddenly 
8. carefully 
9. action 
10. location 
11. cheerful 
12. painful 
13. thoughtful 
14. weekly 
15. lately 
16. truthfully 
17. hopefully 
18. invention 
19. correction 
20. pollution !
Challenge 
grateful 
suspenseful 
completely 
exactly 
separation

Lesson 20 !
Words with 
Double 
Consonants !
1. tomorrow 
2. borrow 
3. different 
4. supper 
5. matter 
6. written 
7. bottle 
8. ridden 
9. odd 
10. bubble 
11. offer 
12. suffer 
13. slippers 
14. grasshopper 
15. worry 
16. current 
17. lettuce 
18. paddle 
19. shudder 
20. hobby !
Challenge 
Mississippi 
recess 
impossible 
antennas 
allowance



Spelling Lists  
!

Unit 5
Lesson 21 !

Prefixes dis-, in-, 
mis-, re- !

1. dislike 
2. disappear 
3. incomplete 
4. independent 
5. incorrect 
6. misplace 
7. misspell 
8. misled 
9. rebuild 
10. reuse 
11. distrust 
12. dishonest 
13. disagree 
14. invisible 
15. inactive 
16. mistreat 
17. misbehave 
18. react 
19. replace 
20. recall !
Challenge 
disobedience 
incredible 
inconvenient 
misfortune 
recycling 

Lesson 22 !
Words with kn, 
gn, wr, mb !
1. knot 
2. unknown 
3. know 
4. sign 
5. design 
6. writing 
7. wrist 
8. wreck 
9. climb 
10. thumb 
11. knit 
12. knob 
13. kneel 
14. assign 
15. wreath 
16. wrench 
17. wren 
18. limb 
19. comb 
20. lamb !
Challenge 
bologna 
lasagna 
align 
cologne 
wrestler 

Lesson 23 !
Possessives !!
1. Dad’s 
2. friend’s 
3. girl’s 
4. girls’ 
5. teacher’s 
6. teachers’ 
7. baby’s 
8. babies’ 
9. family’s 
10. families’ 
11. grandma’s 
12. grandpa’s 
13. brother’s 
14. brothers’ 
15. boy’s 
16. boys’ 
17. aunt’s 
18. aunts’ 
19. lady’s 
20. ladies’ !
Challenge 
someone’s 
boss’s 
James’s 
grandparent’s 
grandparents’

Lesson 24 !
Vowels with No 
Sounds Clues !
1. machine 
2. especially 
3. usually 
4. probably 
5. giant 
6. moment 
7. animals 
8. iron 
9. support 
10. suppose 
11. buffalo 
12. Canada 
13. canoe 
14. relatives 
15. stomach 
16. cement 
17. yesterday 
18. favorite 
19. welcome 
20. August !
Challenge 
dictionary 
separate 
multiplication 
salmon 
recognize

Lesson 25 !
Using Just 
Enough Letters !
1. coming 
2. always 
3. almost 
4. didn’t 
5. upon 
6. wasn’t 
7. until 
8. during 
9. want 
10. father 
11. hamster 
12. a lot 
13. ugly 
14. washed 
15. hotel 
16. missed 
17. eleven 
18. crazy 
19. lazy 
20. feelings !
Challenge 
delivery 
magnet 
replied 
drowned 
mustard



Spelling Lists  
!

Unit 6
Lesson 26 !

Getting Letters 
in Correct Order !
1. piece 
2. friend 
3. field 
4. said 
5. again 
6. asked 
7. only 
8. brought 
9. heard 
10. build 
11. believe 
12. heart 
13. weird 
14. height 
15. weight 
16. neighbor 
17. rattle 
18. pickle 
19. toes 
20. hospital !
Challenge 
interview 
poetry 
sword 
tongue 
unusual 

Lesson 27 !
Capitalization and 
Abbreviation !
1. Memorial Day 
2. Christmas 
3. Sun. 
4. May 
5. June 
6. September 
7. Dec. 
8. Dr. 
9. Mrs. 
10. Rd. 
11. Hanukkah 
12. Kwanzaa 
13. Chinese New Year 
14. Valentine’s Day 
15. November 
16. Feb. 
17. Wed. 
18. Ms. 
19. Mr. 
20. Ave. !
Challenge 
Fourth of July 
St. Patrick’s Day 
English 
Blvd. 
etc.

Lesson 28 !
Consonant 
Sounds /k/ and /f/ !
1. care 
2. because 
3. brake 
4. track 
5. pocket 
6. stiff 
7. enough 
8. laughed 
9. photo 
10. alphabet 
11. cover 
12. record 
13. Kansas 
14. snack 
15. attack 
16. muffin 
17. giraffe 
18. rough 
19. dolphin 
20. elephant !
Challenge 
cuckoo clock 
freckles 
sheriff 
autograph 
headphones

Geometry List 1 !
*Be able to match 
with figure !
1. point 
2. line 
3. line segment 
4. ray 
5. right angle 
6. translation 
7. octagon 
8. perpendicular 
9. similar 
10. quadrilateral 
11. rotation 
12. obtuse angle 
13. acute angle 
14. pentagon 
15. parallel lines 
16. congruent 
17. Geometry 
18. intersecting 

lines 
19. hexagon 
20. reflection

Geometry List 2 !
*Be able to match 
with figure  !
1. square 
2. equilateral 
3. rectangle 
4. cube 
5. cone 
6. face 
7. polygon 
8. rectangular 

prism 
9. sphere 
10. rhombus 
11. isosceles 
12. scalene 
13.  parallelogram 
14. cylinder 
15. edge 
16. space figure 
17. kite 
18. vertex 
19. pyramid 
20. trapezoid



 



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 1 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   i was in the moode to put froot on the menu at skool     (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.     did you get that broose from your nefew   (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.     bobby spilled joose on his new suite at the party  (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

!
4.   the croose ship runned out of fewl in the middle of the ocean   (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   the kool pupill had a poor excoose as to why he forgot his homework  (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY  NAME:  #                   __________________________________    _____
Lesson 2 Spelling !
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each line.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list. 
 

1.   what was the reazon steve beet them in the contest      (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   the hocky team received new jerzeys this season     (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   we whent to the zoo and seen a monkee birds fish and a donky  (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   we used the leased money of anyone in the enjin building contest  (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.  marcia puts huney on cellery as a treet   (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY  NAME:  #                   __________________________________    _____
Lesson 3 Spelling !
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each line.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list. 
 

1.   my cuzin forgot to clothes the window in january      (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   dont block the window with the blankit sarah     (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   the yung couple paid cash to lissen to the band  (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   was it tuff to backpak and chop would with a broken finger  (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.  we had truble whith our canoe on the mohican river   (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY  NAME:  #                   __________________________________    _____
Lesson 4 Spelling !
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list. 
 

1.   mark buyed a pound of bakon a pint of hole milk and three eggs      (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   we drived to see wild lions hyena and deer on vacashun last april     (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   the cabel TV remote brocke when i dropped it behined the couch  (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   who did you invite to the privite party at imagination stayshun  (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   it is dangerous to deside to smoke  said brenda  (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY                      NAME:______________________________ #____ 
Lesson 5 Spelling !
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence. Then write each 
sentence correctly on the lines below. Most spelling mistakes are found from 
words on this week’s spelling list. !!
1. do you have the strenth to screem thru the screen (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

   _________________________________________________________________________

                                                                                                                                          

2. this strainge snake is a thret to stricke if you squeaze it (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

   _________________________________________________________________

!
3. squert the soap scrube the floor and rinse it clean (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

   _________________________________________________________________

                                                                                                                                          

4. did rays brother scracth the insterment (6) 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

!
5. i squerm and squeel when dr klein looks at my throte (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________

   _________________________________________________________________

!



EDITING ACTIVITY                      NAME:______________________________ #______ 
Unit 1 Review  Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   my nefew said I always confuze the sckool menu      (7)                                               

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   what is the reeson we dont have any monney    (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   i fergot to pack a blankit in my backpack when i went to visit my cuzine last january     (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   mom dad and brother went on a whilde vacashun in april     (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   who has the strenth to sqeaze the orange to make joose     (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 6 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   i yelled lowd with the prowd croud while watching football in july      (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   we standed on the mountaine trying to reach the fluffy clowd    (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   after her showere jan goed out side to gather would for the fireplace   (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   is the scarecrow from the wizard of oz a cowarde    (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   ben hided behind the bush to eat the puding he taked from the house  (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 7 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   does they go swiming in december offen       (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   evrybody was rilly suprised this evening       (5) 

   _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   everyone mite visit the grand cayman islands in febuary       (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   did jennifer rumember to bring her camra on vacation      (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   i finaly catched a intresting insect in kindergarten       (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 8 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   did mr thompson rite on the chalkbored in the class room    (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   has you ever seen a motercickle on the hiway at nightime   (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   i walked upstares but i had to go back donstairs when the door bell rang   (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   jareds brother had a grate time playing baskitball  with his clasmates    (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.    tara buyed a new pair of earings a necklace and a knew watch    (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 9 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   you’re clothes were throne over thare      (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.  wood you like to sit on the kings thrown too    (6) 

   _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

!
3.   did the peace of glass brake in two       (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.    yore friend tanya guest the number of marbles in the jar    (5) 

   _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   there going to beet the wood county record     (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 10 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   the mourning storm was sertain to damage the forrest      (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   forth graders visited the florida supreme cort in tallahassee      (8) 

   _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   she finished the obstacle coarse her self in forteen seconds      (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   please pore the water and serve the thersty guests steve      (6) 

   _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   unfortunitely toms girlfreind got her skirt derty   (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Unit 2 Review Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.    chris standed in the rain showre on the forth of july    (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   how offen has every one been surprized in february       (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   i losed my earings on the hiway at nightime       (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   are you’re grandparents  moveing into there knew house    (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.  blake was certian that their are many natural resourses in florida     (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 11 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.  this are the happyest joe has been since he found out he is the wierdest kid in class     (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   you will have to come closser if you want to tell me yore deepist secret on the hotest day of 

the year    (6)  ____________________________________________________________

   _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.    does you think i am funnyer than your other teachers   (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   that was the scaryest and the sadest movie i have ever seen    (5) 

   _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   the gentleest child will receive a largest piece of cake than the angryest child  (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 12 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   my freinds found bunchs of flowers on the miami beachs     (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   the asian tigers and monkeyes performed in sevral sircuses     (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   tonys glasses was left in one of his class’s      (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   does you have happy memoryes of family holidaze      (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.    the librarees in columbus had delays until they received their supplys   (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 13 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from words on this 
week’s spelling list.!
 

1.   i slipt on the dryed banana peel while i danced     (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   what happenned when you stopt chaseing him    (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   the toledo police chaste and stopped the theifs who robed the bank  (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   stop wurrying about what happend paul      (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.    since the studio opened, rachel have studyed ballet danceing   (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 14 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   the bridg was builded in a vilage in texas      (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

2.  how many cups is equil to one quart of likwid       (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   everyone was exsited to eat fudge exsept craigs brother     (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.  queen elizabeth ekspects a extra quilt on her bed       (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   can you explane the quik change in plans     (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 15 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   what collor are the buttins on the models shirt     (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

2.   sudden thunderstorms is commen in october    (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   we buyed another uven because the other one was brocken    (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.  many peeple visit the docter with a simpul cold       (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.    do you know the number of gallens in a barrle of moter oil   (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Unit 3 Review"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s 
spelling list.!
 

1.   danceing is an exellent way for frends or enemys to become closer     (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   tigers and monkeyies were chasing a number of peeple in the villige     (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   is it scarriest being robbed wurrying about taxes or visiting the docter   (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.  the funnyest thing that happenned was when mom slipted on likwid soap      (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.    evryone exsept nancy was excitted to be openning another present   (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 16 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from words on this 
week’s spelling list.!
 

1.   whatch the pitcher throws the baseball to the cacher     ( 5 ) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   mark always keep his flashlite somewere in his shelter   (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   in march our cherch group taked a short tour of a chocklit factory   (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.  the moldy wheet bread was throwed in the kichen trash      (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.    whenevar the movie is showed, people stop whutever they are doing  (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 17 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from words on this 
week’s spelling list.!
 

1.   im sure youd love whats in the box     (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

!
2.   its been awhile since weave went camping in hocking hills    (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   sheel tell leslie if her flashlight dosent lite up  (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.    jake would of come to joes party if heed have knowed the time   (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.    thats why you shouldint beleave everything you hear (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 18 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from words on this 
week’s spelling list.  Look for opportunities to use quotation marks correctly.!
 

1.   are coach asked  do you want to win or loose  (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

!
2.   coach thompson said that were better then the other team     (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   who’s book bag was sit on top off the table   asked dad  (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.    she said to be very quite when you read in the waterville public library (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.    can you petal your bike the length of the mississippi river asked tom  (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 19 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from words on this 
week’s spelling list. !
 

1.   hopefuly leslie can paddle down the peeceful muskigum river  (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.   did you do your weekley editing correshuns slowly and carefuly     (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   many modern invensions help us do dayly chores more easier  (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.    suddenly dr thomas pulled the painfull thorn from my foot   (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.    the powerfull niagra falls is a beatiful location despite the pollusion  (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY  NAME:  #                   __________________________________    _____
Lesson 20 Spelling !
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from words on this 
week’s spelling list.  
 

1.   dont werry about losing steves paddel in the current of the mississippi river  (9) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

!
2.   me and sara have diffrent hobbys but were still friends   (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   justin asked can i borrow your dads slippers  (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.    have you wrote your report on grasshopers thats due tommorow   (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.    can i offer you some lettuse for supper asked greg   (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Unit 4 Review Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from words on this 
week’s spelling list. !
 

1.   last march our cherch group takes a short tour of a chocklit factory     (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2. were going to be very quite when we read in the waterville public library (7) 

   _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3.   dont werry about supper tomarrow said bruce    (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.   shell tell leslie if her flashlite dosent lite up  (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   hopefuly thay’ll goes to a pieceful locasion after there painful week (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY  NAME:  #                   __________________________________    _____
Lesson 21 Spelling !
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from words on this 
week’s spelling list.  
 

1. if you dissagree that the word disobedience is mispelled you are incorect    (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2. dont mistreet fluffy when she misbeahaves or she may disapear under the couch  (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3. if your inacktive youll have to finish your incompleet work independantly    (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4.  you can rebild the shelter if you reuze the boards to replase the walls    (5) 

   _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.   does you recall wear i misplased my invisable car keys  (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 22 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from words on this 
week’s spelling list.  Look for opportunities to use possessive nouns correctly.!
 
1.  use a rench to loosen the drawers nob that hold an unknown prize (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.  does you no how to nit a design without using you’re thum  (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

!
3. the sine says you shouldnt clime the tree lim because of the wrens nest  (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

!
4. georges rist was hurted from all the righting  (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

!
5.  can you comb the nots out of the lambs wool (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Lesson 23 Spelling"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from words on this 
week’s spelling list. !!
1.  i went to my friends house to work on are teachers assignment (5) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2.  was someones library book left in the ladys restroom (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

3. my aunts couch was damaged when my brothers cat scratched it  (4) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

4. all of the boys shirts and girls dresses was in my grandmas car  (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.  dads job was to pick up the three babys toys straighten the living room and cook the 

familys dinner  (7) 

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                          ______________________________    _____
Spelling 24"
Grammar skill: subject-verb agreement"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each line.  Then write each line correctly.  
Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s list.  Look for mistakes with 
subject-verb agreement.!!
1.  my faverit relatives usualy comes to visit in august        (6) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
2.  the gient Buffalo and many other animels is found in canada    (7) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
3.  this iron mashine are espeshully useful for pouring cemment       (6) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
4.   the canoe can probibly supports us for a momint   said stephen     (8) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
5.  i supose yesterday were a wellcome suprise   (6) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                          ______________________________    _____
Spelling 25"
Grammar skill: commas"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each line.  Then write each line correctly.  
Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s list.  Look for errors with 
missing commas.  
      !
1.   do you whant musterd ketchup and relish on your hot dog       (6) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
2.  freckles my lazy hampster sleeped on the hotelle bed during the fire drill    (7) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
3.  walt my brother almost mist the eleven o’clock train to chicago illinois     (8) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
4.  yes my crazie Father almost allways wants mustard on his pancakes  (6) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
5.  i wasent comming to the party untill i washed my shirt pants and socks   (8) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                 __________________________________    _____
Unit 5 Review Spelling 
Skill: Possessive nouns"!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each sentence.  Then write each sentence 
correctly on the lines below.  Most spelling mistakes are found from the unit 5 review 
list.  Also, look for errors with possessive nouns.!
 

1. one of my families unnown relitives dezined the empire state building   (8)  

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

2. that girls crazie cat will usualy clime a tree lim to catch a wren   (7)  

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

!
3.  yesturday my aunts hampster disappeered under my grandmas sewing masheen  (8) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

!
4.  the three girls teacher had went to a ladies house for her brothers party  (6) 

  _________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________

 

5.  is it dishonist to replase Dads favrite rench with a comb   (7)  

  _________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________



EDITING ACTIVITY " NAME:" " #" !                          ______________________________    _____
Spelling 26"!!
Use editing marks to correct the mistakes in each line.  Then write each line correctly.  
Spelling mistakes are found from words on this week’s list. "!
1.   can you belive the wierd pickel recipe your naybor broaght to the party       (7) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
2.  the st luke’s hospitle will record your hart rate hieght and waight agian  (11) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
3.  my frind thomas found the peace of sword from the civil war in the feild    (8) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
4.  uncle clarence wants to bild a unusuall baby rattel  (7) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________

!
5.  i herd that peotry can twist the toungue and tickle you down to your towes  (6) 

   ________________________________________________________________

   ________________________________________________________________



Answer Keys"
!
Lesson 1 Spelling 
1.   I was in the mood to put fruit on the menu at school.     (5) 
2.   Did you get that bruise from your nephew?   (4) 
3.    Bobby spilled juice on his new suit at the party.  (4) 
4.   The cruise ship ran out of fuel in the middle of the ocean.   (5) 
5.   The cool pupil had a poor excuse as to why he forgot his homework  (5) 
!
Lesson 2 Spelling 
1.   What was the reason Steve beat them in the contest      (5) 
2.   The hockey team received new jerseys this season     (4) 
3.   We went to the zoo and saw a monkey, birds, fish, and a donkey.  (8) 
4.   We used the least money of anyone in the engine building contest  (4)  
5.  Marcia puts honey on celery as a treat   (5) 
!
Lesson 3 Spelling 
1.   My cousin forgot to close the window in January      (5)  
2.   Don’t block the window with the blanket, Sarah.     (6)  
3.   The young couple paid cash to listen to the band.  (4)  
4.   Was it tough to backpack and chop wood with a broken finger?  (5)  
5.   We had trouble with our canoe on the Mohican River.   (6) 
!
Lesson 4 Spelling 
1.   Mark bought a pound of bacon, a pint of whole milk, and three eggs.      (7) 
2.   We drove to see wild lions, hyena, and deer on vacation last April.     (7) 
3.   The cable TV remote broke when i dropped it behind the couch.  (6) 
4.   Who did you invite to the private party at Imagination Station  (6) 
5.   “It is dangerous to decide to smoke,”  said Brenda.  (6) 
!
Lesson 5 Spelling 
1. Do you have the strength to scream through the screen?  (5) 
2. This strange snake is a threat to strike if you squeeze it.   (6) 
3. Squirt the soap, scrub the floor, and rinse it clean. (5) 
4. Did Ray’s brother scratch the instrument? (6) 
5. I squirm and squeal when Dr. Klein looks at my throat. (8) !



Unit 1 Review  Spelling 
1.   My nephew said, “I always confuse the school menu.”     (7)  
2.   What is the reason we don’t have any money?    (5)  
3.   I forgot to pack a blanket in my backpack when I went to visit my cousin last January.     (7)  
4.   Mom, Dad, and brother went on a wild vacation in April.    (8)  
5.   Who has the strength to squeeze the orange to make juice ?    (5) 
!
Lesson 6 Spelling!
 
1.   I yelled loud with the proud crowd while watching football in July.      (6)  
2.   We stood on the mountain trying to reach the fluffy cloud.    (5)  
3.   After her shower Jan went outside to gather wood for the fireplace.   (7)  
4.   Is the scarecrow from the Wizard of Oz a coward?    (5)  
5.   Ben hid behind the bush to eat the pudding he took from the house.  (5) !
Lesson 7 Spelling 
1.   Do they go swimming in December often?       (6)  
2.   Everybody was really surprised this evening.      (5)  
3.   Everyone might visit the Grand Cayman Islands in February.       (8)  
4.   Did Jennifer remember to bring her camera on vacation?      (5) 
5.   I finally caught an interesting insect in kindergarten.       (6) !
Lesson 8 Spelling 
1.   Did Mr. Thompson write on the chalkboard in the classroom.    (8)  
2.   Have you ever seen a motorcycle on the highway at nighttime.   (6)  
3.   I walked upstairs, but I had to go back downstairs when the door bell rang.   (6)  
4.   Jared’s brother had a great time playing basketball  with his classmates.    (6)  
5.    Tara bought a new pair of earrings, a necklace, and a new watch.    (6) 
!
Lesson 9 Spelling 
1.   Your clothes were thrown over there.      (5)  
2.  Would you like to sit on the king’s throne, too?    (6) 
3.   Did the piece of glass break in two ?      (4)  
4.    Your friend Tanya guessed the number of marbles in the jar.    (5) 
5.   They’re going to beat the Wood County record.     (6) !!



Lesson 10 Spelling 
1.   The morning storm was certain to damage the forest.      (5)  
2.   Fourth graders visited the Florida Supreme Court in Tallahassee.      (8)  
3.   She finished the obstacle course herself in fourteen seconds.      (5)  
4.   Please pour the water and serve the thirsty guests, Steve.      (6)  
5.   Unfortunately, Tom’s girlfriend got her skirt dirty.   (8) !
Unit 2 Review Spelling 
1.    Chris stood in the rain shower on the Fourth of July.    (7)  
2.   How often has everyone been surprised in February?       (6)  
3.   I lost my earrings on the highway at nighttime.       (6)  
4.   Are your grandparents  moving into their new house.    (6)  
5.  Blake was certain that there are many natural resources in Florida.     (6) !
Lesson 11 Spelling 
1.  This is the happiest Joe has been since he found out he is the weirdest kid in class.     (6)  
2.   You will have to come closer if you want to tell me your deepest secret on the hottest day 
of the year.    (6)  
3.    Do you think I am funnier than your other teachers?   (5)  
4.   That was the scariest and the saddest movie I have ever seen.    (5) 
5.   The gentlest child will receive a larger piece of cake than the angriest child.  (5) 
!
Lesson 12 Spelling 
1.   My friends found bunches of flowers on the Miami beaches.     (6)  
2.   The Asian tigers and monkeys performed in several circuses.     (6)  
3.   Tony’s glasses were left in one of his classes.      (5)  
4.   Do you have happy memories of family holidays?      (5)  
5.    The libraries in Columbus had delays until they received their supplies.   (5) !
Lesson 13 Spelling 
1.   I slipped on the dried banana peel while I danced.     (5)  
2.   What happened when you stopped chasing him?    (5)  
3.   The Toledo police chased and stopped the thieves who robbed the bank.  (6)  
4.   Stop worrying about what happened, Paul.      (6)  
5.    Since the studio opened, Rachel has studied ballet dancing.   (6) 
!
!



Lesson 14 Spelling 
1.   The bridge was built in a village in Texas.      (6) 
2.  How many cups is equal to one quart of liquid?       (4)  
3.   Everyone was excited to eat fudge except Craig’s brother.     (7) 
4.  Queen Elizabeth expects an extra quilt on her bed.       (5)  
5.   Can you explain the quick change in plans?     (4) 

Lesson 15 Spelling 
1.   What color are the buttons on the model’s shirt?     (5)  
2.   Sudden thunderstorms are common in October.    (5)  
3.   We bought another oven because the other one was broken.    (5)  
4.  Many people visit the doctor with a simple cold.       (5)  
5.    Do you know the number of gallons in a barrel of motor oil?   (6) 
!
Unit 3 Review 
1.   Dancing is an excellent way for friends or enemies to become closer.     (6)  
2.   Tigers and monkeys were chasing a number of people in the village.     (5)  
3.   Is it scariest being robbed, worrying about taxes, or visiting the doctor.   (8) 
4.  The funniest thing that happened was when mom slipped on liquid soap .     (6)  
5.    Everyone except Nancy was excited to be opening another present.   (7) 
!
Lesson 16 Spelling 
1.   Watch the pitcher throw the baseball to the catcher.     ( 5 )  
2.   Mark always keeps his flashlight somewhere in his shelter.   (5)  
3.   In March our church group took a short tour of a chocolate factory.   (6)  
4.  The moldy wheat bread was thrown in the kitchen trash.      (5)  
5.    Whenever the movie is shown, people stop whatever they are doing.  (5) 
!
Lesson 17 Spelling 
1.   I’m sure you’d love what’s in the box.     (5) 
2.   It’s been awhile since we’ve gone camping in Hocking Hills.    (7)  
3.   She’ll tell Leslie if her flashlight doesn't light up.  (6)  
4.    Jake would have come to Joe’s party if he’d have known the time.   (7)  
5.    That’s why you shouldn't believe everything you hear. (5) !!



Lesson 18 Spelling 
1.   Our coach asked,  “Do you want to win or loose?”  (6) 
2.   Coach Thompson said that we’re better than the other team.     (5)  
3.   “Whose book bag was set on top of the table?”   asked Dad.  (8)  
4.    She said to be very quiet when you read in the Waterville Public Library. (6)  
5.    “Can you pedal your bike the length of the Mississippi River?” asked Tom.  (8) !
Lesson 19 Spelling 
1.   Hopefully Leslie can paddle down the peaceful Muskigum River.  (7)  
2.   Did you do your weekly editing corrections slowly and carefully?     (5)  
3.   Many modern inventions help us do daily chores more easily.  (5)  
4.    Suddenly Dr. Thomas pulled the painful thorn from my foot.   (6)  
5.    The powerful Niagara Falls is a beautiful location, despite the pollution.  (8) !
Lesson 20 Spelling 
1.   Don’t worry about losing Steve’s paddle in the current of the Mississippi River.  (9) 
2.   Sara and I have different hobbies, but we’re still friends.   (7)  
3.   Justin asked, “Can I borrow your dad’s slippers?”  (7)  
4.    Have you written your report on grasshoppers that’s due tomorrow?   (6) 
5.    “Can I offer you some lettuce for supper?” asked Greg.   (8) 
!
Unit 4 Review Spelling 
1.   Last March our church group took a short tour of a chocolate factory.     (6) 
2.   We’re going to be very quiet when we read in the Waterville Public Library. (7) 
3.   “Don’t worry about supper tomorrow,” said Bruce.    (8) 
4.   She’ll tell Leslie if her flashlight doesn’t light up.  (7) 
5.   Hopefully they’ll go to a peaceful location after their painful week. (8) 
!
Lesson 21 Spelling 
1. If you disagree that the word disobedience is misspelled, you are incorrect.    (6) 
2. Don’t mistreat Fluffy when she misbehaves, or she may disappear under the couch.  (8) 
3. If you’re inactive you'll have to finish your incomplete work independently.    (7) 
4.  You can rebuild the shelter if you reuse the boards to replace the walls.    (5)  
5.   Do you recall where Ii misplaced my invisible car keys?  (7) 
!
!



Lesson 22 Spelling!
 
1.  Use a wrench to loosen the drawer’s knob that holds an unknown prize. (6) 
2.  Do you know how to knit a design without using your thumb?  (7) 
3. The sign says you shouldn't climb the tree limb because of the wren’s nest.  (7) 
4. George’s wrist was hurt from all the writing.  (6) 
5.  Can you comb the knots out of the lamb’s wool? (4) 
!
Lesson 23 Spelling 
1.  I went to my friend’s house to work on our teacher’s assignment. (5) 
2.  Was someone’s library book left in the ladies’ restroom? (4) 
3. My aunt’s couch was damaged when my brother’s cat scratched it.  (4) 
4. All of the boys’ shirts and girls’ dresses were in my grandma’s car.  (6) 
5.  Dad’s job was to pick up the three babies’ toys, straighten the living room, and cook the 
family’s dinner.  (7) !
Lesson 24 Spelling"
1.  My favorite relatives usually come to visit in August.        (6) 
 2.  The giant buffalo and many other animals are found in Canada.    (7) 
 3.  This iron machine is especially useful for pouring cement.       (6) 
4.   “The canoe can probably support us for a moment,”   said Stephen.     (8) 
5.  I suppose yesterday was a welcome surprise.   (6) 
!
Lesson 25 Spelling!
1.   Do you want mustard, ketchup, and relish on your hot dog?       (6) 
 2.  Freckles, my lazy hamster, slept on the hotel bed during the fire drill.    (7) 
 3.  Walt, my brother, almost missed the eleven o’clock train to Chicago, Illinois.     (8) 
 4.  Yes, my crazy father almost always wants mustard on his pancakes.  (6) 
 5.  Ii wasn't coming to the party until I washed my shirt, pants, and socks.   (7) 
!
 Unit 5 Review Spelling 
1. One of my family’s unknown relatives designed the Empire State Building   (8)  
2. That girl’s crazy cat will usually climb a tree limb to catch a wren.   (7)  
3.  Yesterday my aunt’s hamster disappeared under my grandma’s sewing machine.  (8) 
4.  The three girls’ teacher had gone to a lady’s house for her brother’s party.  (6)  
5.  Is it dishonest to replace Dad’s favorite wrench with a comb?   (7)  !!



Lesson 26!
1.   Can you believe the weird pickle recipe your neighbor brought to the party?       (7) 
2.  The St. Luke’s hospital will record your heart rate, height and weight again.  (11) 
3.  My friend Thomas found the piece of sword from the Civil War in the field.    (9) 
4.  Uncle Clarence wants to build an unusual baby rattle  (7) 
5.  I heard that poetry can twist the tongue and tickle you down to your toes.  (6) 
 


